Chapter 2
Background

Although in principle all attention models serve the same purpose, i.e. to highlight potentially relevant and thus interesting—that is to say “salient”—data, attention models can differ substantially in which parts of the signal they mark as being of interest. This is to a great extent due to the varying research questions and interests in relevant fields such as, most importantly, neuroscience, psychophysics, psychology, and computer science. However, it is also caused by the vagueness as well as application- and task-dependence of the underlying problem description, i.e. what is interesting?

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an introduction to visual and auditory attention (Sect. 2.1) and its applications (Sect. 2.2) that serves as background information for the remainder of this book.

2.1 Attention Models

In general, it is possible to distinguish three types of attention models by the respective research field: First, neurobiological models try to understand and model in which part of the brain attentional mechanisms reside and how they operate and interact on a neurobiological level. Second, psychological models try to model, explain, and better understand aspects of human perception and not the brain’s neural system and layout. Third, computational models implement principles of neurobiological and psychological models, but they are also often subject to an engineering objective. Such an engineering objective is less to model the human brain or perception, but to be part of and improve artificial systems such as, e.g., vision systems or complex robots.

For visual attention, the following text focuses on computational and to a lesser extent psychological models, because well-studied, elaborated psychological and computational models exist. Furthermore, a deep understanding of neurobiological aspects of the human brain’s neural visual system is of minor relevance for the
remainder of this book. An interesting complementary lecture to this section is the excellent survey by Frintrop et al. [FRC10], which specifically tries to explain attention related concepts and ideas across the related fields of neurobiology, psychology, and computer science. For auditory attention, it is necessary to address neurobiological aspects of the human auditory system, because concise elaborated psychological and computational do not exist and a basic understanding of the human auditory system is important to understand the motivation of proposed computational models. Here, Fritz et al. and Hafter et al. provide very good neurobiological overviews of auditory attention [FEDS07, HSL07].

2.1.1 Visual Attention

Psychological Models

The objective of psychological attention models is to explain and better understand human perception, not to model the brain’s neural structure. Among the psychological models, the feature integration theory (FIT) by Treisman et al. [TG80] and Wolfe et al.’s guided search model (GSM) [Wol94] are probably by far the most influential models. Aspects of both models are still present in modern models and both models have constantly been adapted to incorporate later research findings. A deeper discussion of psychological models can be found in the review by Bundesen and Habekost [BH05].

Treisman’s feature integration theory [TG80], see Fig. 2.1, assumes that “different features are registered early, automatically, and in parallel across the visual fields, while objects are identified separately and only at a later stage, which requires focused attention” [TG80]. This simple description includes various aspects that are still fundamental for psychological and computational attention models. Conspicuities in a feature channel are represented in topological “conspicuity” or “feature maps”. The information from the feature map is integrated in a “master map of location”. A concept that is nowadays most widely known as “saliency map” [KU85]. This master map of location encodes “where” things are in an image, but not “what” they are, which reflects the “where” and “what” pathways in the human brain [FRC10]. Attention is serially focused on the highlighted locations in the master map and the image data around the attended location is passed as data to higher perception tasks such as, most importantly, object recognition to answer “what” is shown at that location.

Although Treisman’s early model primarily focused on bottom-up perceptual saliency, Treisman also considered how attention is affected during visual search, i.e. when looking for specific target objects. A target is easier—i.e., faster—to find during visual search the more distinctive features it exhibits that differentiate it from the distractors. To implement visual search mechanism in FIT, Treisman proposed to inhibit the feature maps that encode the features of distractors, i.e. non-target features.
Treisman et al. also introduced the concept of object files as “temporary episodic representations of objects”. An object file “collects the sensory information that has so far been received about the object. This information can be matched to stored descriptions to identify or classify the object” [KTG92].

Wolfe et al. [WCF89, Wol94] introduced the initial guided search model to address shortcomings of early versions of Treisman’s FIT model, see Fig. 2.2. As its name suggests, Wolfe’s GSM focuses on modeling and predicting the results of visual search experiments. Accordingly, it explicitly integrates the influence of top-down information to highlight potential target objects during visual search. For this purpose, it uses the top-down information to select the feature type that best distinguishes between target and distractors.

Computational Models—Traditional Structure

Most computational attention models follow a similar structure, see Fig. 2.3, which is adopted from Treisman’s feature integration theory [TG80] and Wolfe’s guided search model [WCF89, Wol94] (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, respectively). The first com-
Fig. 2.2 Wolfe’s guided search model. Image from [Wol94] reprinted with permission from Springer

Fig. 2.3 The traditional structure of feature-based computational visual attention models, which is the basis of Itti and Koch’s [IKN98] traditional visual attention model. Image from [IK01a] reprinted with permission from NPG
putational implementation of this model was proposed by Koch and Ullman [KU85], who also coined the term “saliency map” that is identical to the concept of Treisman’s “master map of location”. The general idea is to compute several features in parallel that are fused to form the final saliency map. This traditional structure consists of several processing steps to calculate the saliency map and the different computational models differ in how they implement these steps. For example, Frintrop’s visual object detection with computational attention system (VOCUS) uses integral images to calculate the center-surround differences [Fri06], Harel et al.’s graph-based visual saliency model [HKP07] implements Itti and Koch’s model [IKN98], which is depicted in Fig. 2.3, in a consistent graph-based framework.

In this model, one or several image pyramids are computed to facilitate the subsequent computation features are computed on different scales. Then, image features are computed, which typically are based on local contrast operations such as, most importantly, “center-surround differences” that compare the average value of a center region with the average value in the surrounding region [Mar82]. The most common low-level feature channels are intensity, color, orientation, and motion. Each feature channel is subdivided into several feature types such as, for example, red, green, blue, and yellow feature maps for color. The features are commonly represented in so-called “feature maps”, which are also known as “conspicuity maps”. These feature maps are then normalized and fused to form a single “saliency map”.

How the conspicuity maps are fused is a very important aspect of attention models. It is important that image regions that stand out in one feature map are not suppressed by the other feature maps. Furthermore, the feature calculation can be non-linear, leading to strong variations in the value range across and even within feature channels. Typical normalizations not just try to normalize the value range but also try to highlight local maxima and suppress the often considerable noise in the feature maps [IK01a, IKN98, Fri06]. The feature maps can be weighted, for example, bottom-up by their uniqueness or top-down to incorporate task knowledge when fused into the final saliency map.

Although the saliency map can serve as input to subsequent processing operations, e.g. as a relevance map for image regions, many applications require a trajectory of image regions similar to human saccades. Saccadic movement of the human eye is an essential part of the human visual system and critical to focus and resolve objects. By moving the eye, the small part of the scene that is fixated can be sensed with greater resolution, because it is projected on the central part of the retina, i.e. the fovea, which is responsible for highly resolved, sharp, non-peripheral vision. To serially attend image regions, the saliency map’s local maxima are determined and sequentially attended, typically in the order of descending saliency. A major contribution of Koch and Ullman [KU85] was to show that serially extracting the local maxima can be implemented with biologically-motivated winner-take-all (WTA) neural networks. To serially shift the focus of attention, the saliency of an attended region is suppressed so that the return of the focus of attention to previously attended regions is inhibited.

The computational model as described so far mostly reflects bottom-up attention, i.e. it does not explicitly handle task-specific top-down information (e.g. as is given by a sentence that describes a searched object such as “search for the red ball”). The
most common approach to integrate top-down information is to control the influence of the feature maps during the fusion and adapt the weights in such a way that feature maps that are likely to highlight distractors are suppressed [Wol94, NI07]. The weights can either be static or dynamic to adapt the model to specific scenarios [XZKB10]. Additionally, it is possible to integrate further, more specialized feature maps that encode, for example, faces, persons, or even cars [JEDT09, CFK09].

Computational Models—Non-traditional Approaches

Since human eye movements are controlled by visual attention, which can easily be observed, gaze trajectories have long served as basis to study visual attention and aspects of human cognition in general. For example, in 1967, Yarbus showed that eye movements depend on the task that is given to a person [Yar67]. Consequently, the main goal of psychological models is to explain and predict eye movements that are recorded during eye tracking experiments. However, due to the lack of modern computerized eye tracking equipment, the abilities of visual attention models where for a long time assessed by testing whether or not they were able to replicate effects that have been observed on psychological test patterns, see Fig. 2.4. In the last five years, several eye tracking datasets have been made publicly available to evaluate visual attention models (e.g., [KNd08, BT09, CFK09, JEDT09]; Winkler and Subramanian provide an up-to-date overview of eye tracking datasets [WS13]). Among other aspects, such easily accessible datasets and the resulting quantitative comparability of test results has lead to a plethora of novel algorithms such as, for example, attention by information maximization [BT09], saliency using natural statistics [ZTM+08], graph-based visual saliency [HKP07], context-aware saliency [GZMT12, GZMT10], and Judd et al.’s machine learning model [JEDT09]. Interestingly, Borji et al. recently evaluated many proposed visual saliency algorithms on eye tracking data [BI13, BSI13b].

However, although being often evaluated on eye tracking data, most recently proposed models do not try to implement or explain any psychological or neurobiological models (e.g., [HHK12, HZ07]). However, a biological plausibility can sometimes be discovered later (e.g., [BZ09]). One such recent trend are spectral saliency models.

Fig. 2.4 Psychologically motivated test patterns that haven been and are still used to assess the capabilities of visual attention models [KF11]. The goal is to highlight the irregularities in the patterns. Images from and used with permission from Simone Frintrop. a Orientation. b Color. c Locality
that were first proposed by Hou et al. [HZ07]. These models operate in the image’s frequency spectrum and exploit the well-known effect that spectral whitening of signals will “accentuate lines, edges and other narrow events without modifying their position” [OL81]. Since these models are based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT), they combine state-of-the-art results in predicting where people look with the computational efficiency inherited from the FFT. Please note that spectral saliency models are discussed in detail in Sect. 3.1.1.

Another recent trend is to use machine learning techniques to learn to predict where humans look, which was first proposed by Judd et al. [JEDT09]. Most saliency models that rely on machine learning are either pixel- or patch-based. Pixel-based approaches have in common with the traditional structure of computational models that they calculate a collection of feature maps. Then, classification or regression methods such as, for example, support vector machines [JEDT09] or boosting [Bor12] can be trained to learn how to optimally fuse the individual feature maps into the final saliency map. Patch-based approaches compare image patches against each other to calculate the saliency of each patch. For example, it is possible to rank the image patches by their uniqueness and assign a high saliency to patches that contain features that are rarely seen across the image [LXG12]. However, all approaches that rely on machine learning have the disadvantage that they require enough training data, which can be problematic, because most datasets consist of a very limited number of eye tracked images.

**Computational Models—Salient Object Detection**

Recently, Liu et al. adapted the traditional definition of visual saliency by incorporating the high level concept of a salient object into the process of visual attention computation [LSZ+07]. A “salient object” is defined as being the object in an image that attracts most of the user’s interest such as, for example, the man, the cross, the baseball players and the flowers that are shown in Fig. 2.5. Accordingly, Liu et al.

![Fig. 2.5 Example images from Achanta et al.’s and Liu et al.’s salient object detection dataset [AS10, LSZ+07]](image-url)
[LSZ+07] defined the task of “salient object detection” as the binary labeling problem of separating the salient object from the background. Here, it is important to note that the selection of a salient object happens consciously by the user whereas the gaze trajectories, which are recorded with eye trackers, are the result of mostly unconscious processes. Consequently, considering that salient objects naturally attract human gaze [ESP08], salient object detection and predicting where people look are very closely related yet different tasks with different evaluation measures and characteristics.

Since the ties of salient object detection to psychology and neurobiology are relatively loose, a wide variety of models has been proposed in recent years that are even less restricted by biological principles than traditional visual saliency algorithms. Initially, Liu et al. [LSZ+07] combined multi-scale contrast, center-surround histograms, and color spatial-distributions with conditional random fields. Liu et al.’s ideas—a combination of histograms, segmentation, and machine learning—can still be found in most salient object detection algorithms. Alexe et al. [ADF10] combine traditional bottom-up saliency, color contrast, edge density, and superpixels in a Bayesian framework. Closely related to Bayesian surprise [IB06], Klein et al. [KF11] use the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the center and surround image patch histograms to calculate the saliency map, whereas Lu and Lim [LL12] calculate and invert the whole image’s color histogram to predict the salient object. Achanta et al. [AHES09, AS10] rely on the difference of pixels to the average color and intensity value of an image patch or even the whole image. Cheng et al. [CZM+11] use segmentation and define each segments saliency based on the color difference and spatial distance to all other segments.

2.1.2 Auditory Attention

Auditory attention is an important, complex system of bottom-up—i.e., sound-based salience—and top-down—i.e., task-dependent—aspects. Among other aspects, auditory attention assists in the computation of early auditory features and acoustic scene analysis, the identification and recognition of salient acoustic objects, enhancement of signal processing for the attended features or objects, and the planning of actions in response to incoming auditory information [FEDS07]. Moreover, auditory attention can be directed to a rich set of acoustic features including, among others, spatial location, auditory pitch, frequency or intensity, tone duration, timbre, speech versus non-speech, and characteristics of individual voices [FEDS07]. The best example for these abilities is the “cocktail party effect” [Che08], which illustrates that we are able to attend and selectively listen to different speakers in a crowded room that is filled with a multitude of ongoing conversations. Consequently, auditory attention influences many levels of auditory processing; ranging from processing in the cochlea to the association cortex. Not unlike the “what” and “where” pathways in

---

1 Auditory scene analysis describes the process of segregating and grouping sounds from a mixture of sources to determine and represent relevant auditory streams or objects [Bre90].
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the human brain’s visual system, there seem to be auditory “what” and “where” pathways, whose activation depends on whether an auditory task requires attending to an auditory feature or object or to a spatial location [ABGA04, DSCM07].

However, since auditory attention is an active research field in neurobiology, psychophysics, and psychology, it is only possible to provide a brief overview of selected aspects in the following. There exist however two detailed literature overviews: First, Hafter et al.’s review [HSL07] focuses on bottom-up aspects of auditory attention. Second, Fritz et al.’s survey [FEDS07] nicely presents aspects of top-down auditory and crossmodal attention. However, although there exists a large body of existing work, it is important to say that there are still many open research questions [FEDS07]. Some of these questions are directly related to the work presented in this book such as, for example: How much of the brain’s acoustic novelty detection mechanisms can be explained by simple habituation mechanisms? What are the differences and similarities between visual and auditory attention? What is an appropriate computational model of auditory attention?

How Humans Perceive Sound

As shown in Fig. 2.6b, the cochlea is a coiled system of three ducts: the vestibular duct (scala vestibuli, upper gallery), the tympanic duct (scala tympani, lower gallery), and the cochlear duct (scala media, middle gallery). All of which are filled with lymphatic fluid. The cochlea contains a partition which is known as the “basilar membrane”, see Fig. 2.7. The basilar membrane is essential for our sense of hearing and consists of, most importantly, the scala media, the organ of Corti, the tectorial membrane, and the basilar membrane.

Sound waves that reach the ear lead to oscillatory motions of the auditory ossicles. The oval window allows the transmission of this stimulus into the cochlea. In the cochlea, this stimulus sets the basilar membrane as well as the fluids in the scalae vestibuli and tympani in motion. The location of the maximal amplitude of the travelling wave that moves the basilar membrane depends on the frequency of the incoming sound signal. In other words, the basilar membrane performs a frequency analysis of the incoming sound wave. The motion along the basilar membrane stimulates nerve cells that are located in the organ of Corti, see Fig. 2.7. These nerve cells send electrical signals to the brain, which are finally perceived as sound.

Bottom-Up Auditory Attention

As mentioned before, attentional effects in the human auditory system can occur at various levels of auditory processing. Interestingly, the earliest, mostly bottom-up attentional mechanisms can be observed already in the cochlea [FEDS07, DEHR07, HPSJ56].

The ability to detect “novel”, “odd”, or “deviant” sounds amidst the environmental background noise is an important survival skill of humans and animals. Accordingly, the brain has evolved a sophisticated system to detect novel, odd, and deviant sounds. This system includes an automatic, pre-attentive component that analyzes stability and novelty of the acoustic streams within the acoustic scene, even for task-irrelevant acoustic streams [FEDS07, WTSH+03, WCS+05, Sus05].
Fig. 2.6 Images illustrating the structure and transmission of sounds in the human ear. Images from [Bla14]. a Structure of the human ear [Wika]. b Structure of the human inner ear [Wikb]
The brain’s acoustic novelty detection system consists of an interconnected set of mechanisms, which includes “adaptive” neurons and a specialization of so-called “novelty” detection neurons. Here, novelty detection neurons specifically encode deviations from the pattern of preceding stimuli. There exist two alternative views on this “change detection” within the auditory scene, depending on where the triggered novelty responses arise in the brain. According to the first view, novelty signals can occur very early in the human auditory system [PGMC05] and suggest the possibility of subcortical pathways for change detection [FEDS07]. However, most research focuses on projections of current neural sound representations that are matched against incoming sounds [FEDS07]. In this view, the change detection system continuously monitors the auditory environment, tracks changes, and updates its representation of the acoustic scene [SW01]. Here, the matching and the novelty response is a largely pre-attentive mechanism, which however can be influenced by top-down mechanisms. It has been shown that this kind of signal mismatch detection can be triggered by deviations in stimulus frequency, intensity, duration or spatial location, or by irregularities in spectrotemporal sequences (over periods of up to 20s), or even in patterns of complex sounds such as speech and music [FEDS07]. Once such a novel or odd stimulus is detected and marked, it can be analyzed by the auditory system to decide whether it should receive further attention or even trigger a behavioral response. Unfortunately, the exact neural basis of this impressive fast, pre-attentive change detection system has not conclusively been found so far.
Computational Models

In contrast to visual attention, hardly any computational auditory attention models exist (cf. [Kal09]). Most closely related to the work presented in this book is the model by Kayser et al. [KPLL05] and Kalinli and Narayanan [KN07]. In both models, Itti et al.’s [IKN98] visual saliency model, see Fig. 2.3, is applied on a map representation of the acoustic signal’s frequency spectrum, see Fig. 2.8, which is equivalent or very similar to the signal’s spectrogram. This model has been successfully applied and extended for speech processing by Kalinli and Narayanan [KN09, Kal09, KN07], where Kalinli and Narayanan focus on integrating top-down influences in the auditory attention model. Using the auditory spectrum of incoming sound as the basis for bottom-up auditory attention mimics “the process from basilar membrane to the cochlear nucleus in the human auditory system” [Kal09]. Transferring Itti et al.’s visual model to auditory signals is a radical implementation of the idea that the human visual and auditory systems have many similarities. But, it is not clear whether there exists an accessible time-frequency memory in early audition as is implied by the model’s time-frequency map, see Fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.8  Itti and Koch’s visual saliency model [IKN98] transferred to auditory saliency detection as has been proposed by Kayser et al. [KPLL05] and similarly by Kalinli and Narayanan [KN07]. Image from [KN07] with permission from ISCA
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2.1.3 Multimodal Attention

Crossmodal Integration

There exist substantial similarities between the visual and auditory attention systems: Most importantly, both consist of bottom-up and top-down components and there appear to be specialized “what” and “where” processes. Since a few years, there is an increasing amount of experimental results that show that all sensory processing in the human brain is in fact multisensory [GS06]. For example, it has been shown that lipreading [CBB+97] or the observation of piano playing without hearing the sound [HEA+05] can activate areas in the auditory cortex.

Several studies have shown that the presence of a visual stimulus or attending a visual task can draw away attention from an auditory stimulus, which is indicated by a decreased activity in the auditory cortex (e.g., [LBW+02, WBB+96]). Similarly, auditory attention can negatively influence visual attention. In fact, it was shown that there exists a reciprocal inverse relationship between auditory and visual activation, which means that increases in visual activation correlate with a decrease in auditory activation and vice versa. A very interesting study was performed by Weissman et al. [WWW04]. Weissman et al. created a conflict between auditory and visual target stimuli, and crossmodal distractors. They observed that when the “distracting stimulus in the task-irrelevant sensory channel is increased, there was a compensatory increase in selective attention to the target in the relevant channel and a corresponding increase in activation in the relevant sensory cortex” [FEDS07]. This suggests that it is likely that there exists a top-down mechanism that regulates the relative strengths of the sensory channels.

How auditory and visual sensory information interact for the control of overt attention, i.e. directing the sensory organs toward interesting stimuli, has recently been investigated by Onat et al. [OLK07]. Onat et al. performed eye tracking studies in which the participants were listening to sounds coming from different directions. It was shown that eye fixation probabilities increase toward the location where the sound originates, which means—unsurprisingly—that the selection of fixation points depends on auditory and visually salient stimuli. Furthermore, Onat et al. used the data to test several biologically plausible crossmodal integration mechanisms and found “that a linear combination of both unimodal saliencies provides a good model for this integration process” [OLK07]. Interestingly, such a linear combination is not just optimal in an information theoretic sense (see [OLK07]), but it also allows to adjust the relative strength of the sensory channels. However, this model assumes the existence of a 2-dimensional auditory saliency map that encodes where salient stimuli occur in the scene and how salient these stimuli are, which can be directly fused with the visual saliency map to form a joint audio-visual saliency map.

High-Level Influences

Not just crossmodal effects can influence what is interesting in one modality. Instead, there exist many top-down signals that can direct attention toward specific targets (e.g., [Ban04, Hob05, CC03, TTDC06, STET01, WHK+04, NI07]).
Verbal descriptions of object properties can directly influence what is perceived as being perceptually salient (e.g., [STET01, WHK+04, NI07]). For example, it has been shown that knowledge about an object’s visual appearance can influence the perceptual saliency to highlight an object that we are actively searching, i.e. in a so-called visual search task. But, only specific information that refers to primitive preattentive features allows such attentional guidance [WHK+04]. Accordingly, if we have a good visual impression or memory of the target that we are looking for (e.g., we have just seen it a few moments ago) or if we at least know the target’s color, then we can find the target faster. In these cases, the visual saliency will be guided in such way that it stronger highlights image regions that exhibit the target’s preattentive features. In contrast, for example, categorical information about the search target (e.g., search for an animal) typically does not provide such top-down guidance (see [WHK+04]).

Interestingly, certain features that would typically be associated with high-level vision tasks can attract our low-level attention independent of task. Most importantly, it has been shown that faces and face-like patterns attract the gaze of infants as young as 6 weeks, i.e. before they can consciously perceive the category of faces [SS06]. The fact that the gaze and, consequently, interest of infants is attracted by face-like patterns seems to be an important aspect of early infant development, especially for social signals and processes (see, e.g., [KJS+02]). Interestingly, infants show the ability to follow the observed gaze direction of caregivers at an age of 6 months [Hob05]. If people talk about objects that are part of the environment, where and at what people are looking at is related to the object that is being talked about. Consequently, the ability to follow the caregiver’s gaze makes it possible for an infant to associate what it sees with the words it hears, an important ability to learn a language. Similar to gaze but more direct and less subtle, infants also soon develop the ability to interpret pointing gestures (see [LT09]). Accordingly, pointing gestures and gaze are both non-verbal signals that direct the attention toward a spatial region of interest (see, e.g., [Ban04, LB05, LT09]). This is an essential aspect in natural interaction, because it makes it possible to direct and coordinate the attention of interacting persons and, thus, helps to establish a joint focus of attention. In other words, such non-verbal signals are used to influence where an interaction partner is looking in order to direct his gaze toward a specific object that is or will become the subject of the conversation. Consequently, the generation and interpretation of such signals is fundamental for “learning, language, and sophisticated social competencies” [MN07a].

### 2.2 Applications of Attention Models

Knowing in advance what people might find interesting and attend to is an important information that can be integrated into many applications. Images and videos can be compressed better, street signs can be designed to immediately grab the attention, and advertisement can put stronger emphasis on the intended message. Furthermore, having an estimate of what is probably a relevant signal in a data stream allows us to focus computational algorithms. This way, machine learning can learn better models
from less data, class-independent object detection as well as object recognition can be improved, and robots are able to process incoming sensory information in real-time despite limited computational power.

### 2.2 Applications of Attention Models

**2.2.1 Image Processing and Computer Vision**

Image and video compression algorithms can improve the perceptual quality of compressed images and videos by allocating more bits to code image regions that exhibit a high perceptual saliency [GZ10, OBH+01]. This way, image regions that are likely to attract the viewers’ interest are less compressed and thus show fewer disturbing alterations such as compression artifacts. Ouerhani et al. [OBH+01] implement such an adaptive coding scheme that favors the allocation of a higher number of bits to those image regions that are more conspicuous to the human visual system. The compressed image files are fully compatible with the JPEG standard. An alternative approach was recently proposed by Hadizadeh and Bajic [HB13]. Their method uses saliency to automatically reduce potentially attention-grabbing coding artifacts in regions of interest.

Visual attention and object recognition are tightly linked processes in human perception. Accordingly, although most models of visual attention and object recognition are separated, there is an increasing interest in integrating both processes to increase the performance of computer vision systems. Initial approaches tried to use attention as a front-end to detect salient objects or keypoint locations. Miau et al. [MPI01] use an attentional front-end with the biologically motivated object recognition system HMAX [RP99]. Walther and Koch [WK06] combine an attention system with a SIFT-based object recognition [Low04] and demonstrate that they are able to improve object recognition performance. Going a step further, Walter and Koch [WK06] suggest a unifying attention and object recognition framework. In this framework, the HMAX object recognition is modulated to suppress or enhance image locations and features depending on the spatial attention.

Related to such attentional front-ends for object recognition, principles of visual attention have recently been integrated into approaches for general, class independent object detection [ADF10]. This way, sampling windows can be distributed according to the “objectness” distribution and used as location priors for class-specific object detectors. This can greatly reduce the necessary number of windows evaluated by class-specific object detectors as has been shown in the PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) challenge 2007 [EVGW+]. Interestingly, going in the other direction, high-level object detectors are being integrated into saliency models to model, for example, that the human visual attention is attracted by faces and face-like patterns. For this purpose, some models integrate detectors for faces, the horizon, persons and even cars [CHEK07, JEDT09]. This shows that attention and object recognition might grow together in the future.

Saliency has also been employed as a spatial prior to learn object attributes, categories, or classes from weakly labeled images. For example, Fei-Fei Li et al.’s
[FFFP03] approach to “one-shot learning” uses Kadir and Brady’s saliency detector [KB01] to sample features at highly salient locations. The most salient regions are clustered over location and scale to give a reasonable number of distinctive features per image.

### 2.2.2 Audio Processing

In contrast to applications in computer vision, only few applications of acoustic or auditory saliency models have been explored so far. Coensel and Botteldooren [CB10] propose to use an auditory attention model in soundscape design to assess how specific sounds can mask unwanted environmental sounds. Lin et al. [LZG+12] as well as, in principle, Kalinli and Narayanan [KN07, KN09] use Itti’s classic visual saliency model [IKN98] to highlight visually salient patterns in the spectrogram. Lin et al. [LZG+12] fuse the spectrogram’s saliency map with the original spectrogram and use the resulting saliency-maximized audio spectrogram to enable faster than real-time detection of audio events by human audio analysts. Kalinli and Narayanan [KN07] use the spectrogram’s saliency map to detect prominent syllable and word locations in speech, achieving close to human performance. The task of syllable detection was chosen by the authors to investigate low-level auditory saliency models, because during speech perception, a particular phoneme or syllable can be perceived to be more salient than the others due to the coarticulation between phonemes, and other factors such as the accent, and physical and emotional state of the talker [KN07].

### 2.2.3 Robotics

In addition to reducing computational requirements by focusing on the most salient stimuli, robots can benefit from attentional mechanisms at several conceptual levels [Fri11]. On a low level, attention can be used for salient landmark detection and subsequent scene recognition and localization. On a mid level, attention can serve as a pre-processing step for object recognition. On a high level, attention can be implemented in a human-like fashion to guide actions and mimic human behavior, for example, during object manipulation or human-robot interaction.

Salient landmarks are excellent candidates for localization, because they are visually outstanding and distinctive, often having unique features. This makes them easy to (re-)detect and allows for a very sparse set of localization landmarks that can easily be detected, accessed in memory, and matched in real-time. The ARK project [NJW+98] is one of the earliest projects that investigated the use of salient landmarks for localization. The localization was based on manually generated maps of static obstacles and natural visual landmarks. Siagian and Itti [SI09] presented an integrated system for coarse global localization based on the “gist” of the scene and fine localization within a scene using salient landmarks. Frintrop and Jensfelt [FJ08] combined attention and salient landmark detection with simultaneous localization
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and mapping (SLAM). The attention system VOCUS [Fri06] detects salient regions. These regions are tracked and matched to all entries in a database of previously seen landmarks to estimate a 3D position.

The main difference between robotic applications and, for example, image processing is that a robot can move its body parts to interact with its environment and influence what it perceives. This way, robots can control their geometric parameters, e.g. where it looks, and manipulate the environment to improve the perception quality of specific stimuli [AWB88]. This can be implemented with an attentive two-step object detection and recognition mechanism: First, regions of interest are detected in a peripheral vision system based on visual saliency and a coarse view of the scene. Second, the robot then investigates each region of interest by focusing its sensors on the target object, which provides high-resolution images for object recognition (e.g., [MFL+08, GAK+07]). It is noteworthy to say that using this strategy Meger et al.’s robot “Curious George” [MFL+08] won the 2007 and 2008 Semantic Robotic Vision Challenge [Uni] (Fig. 2.9).

A common assumption in the field of socially interactive robots is that “humans prefer to interact with machines in the same way that they interact with other people” [FND03]. This is based on the observation that humans tend to treat robots like people and, as a consequence, tend to expect human-like behavior from robots [FND03, NM00]. According to this assumption, a computational attention system that mimics how humans direct their attention can facilitate human-robot interaction. For example, this idea has been implemented in the social robot Kismet, whose gaze is controlled by a visual attention system [BS99].

2.2.4 Computer Graphics

Naturally, knowing what attracts the viewer’s attention is important when automatically generating or manipulating images. For example, it is possible to automatically
crop an image to only present the most relevant content to a user and/or act as a thumbnail [SLBJ03, SAD+06, CXF+03]. Similarly, content-aware media retargeting automatically changes the aspect ratio of images and videos to optimize the presentation of visual content across platforms and screen sizes [SLNG07, AS07, RSA08, GZMT10]. For this purpose, saliency models are used to automatically determine image regions that are likely to contain relevant information. Depending on their estimated importance, image regions are then deleted or morphed so that the resized image best portrays the most relevant information (see, e.g., [SLNG07]).

### 2.2.5 Design, Marketing, and Advertisement

There exist several companies such as, for example, SMIvision [SMI] and Eyezag [Eye] that offer eye tracking experiments as a service. This enables companies to analyze how people view their webpage, advertisement, or image and video footage, see Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. Other companies such as Google have their own in-house laboratories and solutions to perform eye tracking experiments and research [Goo].

With increasingly powerful computational attention models that predict human fixations, it becomes possible to reduce the need for expensive and intrusive eye tracking experiments. In 2013, 3M has started to offer its visual attention service [AMR3M] that uses a computational attention model as a cheaper and faster alternative to eye tracking experiments. Potential usage scenarios as proposed by 3M are in-store merchandising, packaging, advertising, web and banner advertisement, and video analysis [AMR3M].

![Fig. 2.10](image_url) Eye tracking experiments are used to optimize the layout of advertisement. Images from and used with permission from James Breeze
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